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The magnetic susceptibility $ of the FeSe and FeTe compounds, which form the simplest
FeSe(Te) system of the novel iron-based superconductors, is studied in the normal state
under hydrostatic pressure. A substantial positive pressure effect on $ is detected at low
temperatures for both compounds. At room temperature, this effect is found to be also
strong, but it is negative for FeSe and positive for FeTe. Ab initio calculations of the
pressure dependent electronic structure and magnetic susceptibility indicate that FeSe
and FeTe are close to magnetic instability with dominating enhanced spin paramagnetism. The calculated paramagnetic susceptibility exhibits a strong dependence on the
unit cell volume and the height Z of chalcogen species from the Fe plane. The observed
large positive pressure effects on $ in FeTe and FeSe at low temperatures are related to
considerable sensitivity of the paramagnetism to the internal parameter Z. It is shown
that available experimental data on the strong and nonmonotonic pressure dependence of
the superconducting transition temperature in FeSe correlate qualitatively with the calculated behavior of the density of electronic states at the Fermi level.
Keywords: iron-based superconductors, FeSe, FeTe, magnetic susceptibility, pressure
effect, electronic structure

1. Introduction
The novel superconducting FeSe1 xTex compounds have attracted extensive
attention due to the simplest crystal structure among the new families of iron© G.E. Grechnev, A.S. Panfilov, V.A. Desnenko, A.V. Fedorchenko, I.P. Zhuravleva,
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based layered compounds exhibiting high temperature superconductivity (see
Refs. [1,2] and references therein). This structural simplicity favors experimental and theoretical studies of chemical substitution and high pressure effects, which are aimed at better understanding of a mechanism of the superconductivity, and also at modifying properties of the novel superconducting
materials.
For the FeSe1 xTex compounds, a nonmonotonic behavior of the superconducting transition temperature with x was found, rising from TC ~ 8 K at x = 0 to a
maximum value of ~ 15 K at x ~
– 0.5. Additionally, a large enhancement of TC up
to 35í37 K was observed in FeSe under high pressures P | 90 kbar, indicating
that FeSe is indeed a high temperature superconductor [3,4]. Similar pressure effects on TC have been also reported for FeSe0.5Te0.5 [1].
The parent compound FeTe is not a superconducting one, but it exhibits peculiar magnetic properties. A drastic drop in the temperature dependence of its magnetic susceptibility $(T) with decreasing temperature was observed at T ~
– 70 K,
which is related to the first-order structural phase transition accompanied by the
onset of antiferromagnetic (AFM) order [1,2]. Though the attempts to obtain a
superconducting phase in FeTe under high pressure appeared to be unsuccessful,
the superconductivity at 13 K was detected by applying tensile stress conditions in
thin films of FeTe, which involved in-plane extension and out-of-plane contraction of the lattice [5].
The tetragonal phase P4/nmm of FeSe undergoes a weak distortion upon cooling to the lower symmetry orthorhombic Cmma phase [3,6]. This transition occurs
within a broad temperature range, about 70 100 K, depending on stoichiometry of
the FeSe1 x samples. Also, the tetragonal FeSe undergoes structural transitions
under high pressures (P ( 100 kbar) to the hexagonal non-superconducting
P63mmmc NiAs-type phase, and then to its orthorhombic modification (Pbnm,
MnP-type) [3,7,8].
Though a substantial increase of TC was observed in FeSe under pressure
[3,9 11], these studies did not detect any trace of magnetic ordering. However, recent NMR studies provided some indication of magnetic phase transition under pressure [12]. Recently, a static magnetic ordering has been observed above P ~ 100 kbar by means of zero-field muon spin rotation (ZF SR)
and neutron diffraction [13]. These studies indicated that as soon as magnetic
ordering emerges, the magnetic and the superconducting states coexist, and
both the transition temperatures grow simultaneously with increasing pressure.
Also, it was found that upon applying a pressure, the increase of TC in FeSe1 x
appeared to be nonmonotonic and exhibits a local maximum at P ~
– 8 kbar, which
is followed by a local minimum at P ~
– 12 kbar [9,10,13]. Thus, there is still a
controversy regarding an interplay between electronic structure, magnetism and
superconductivity in FeSe(Te) compounds. In order to elucidate the role of ex29
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pected spin fluctuations in superconductivity, it is very important to investigate
the nature of magnetism in FeSe and FeTe and its evolution with temperature and
pressure.
Here we report results of detailed experimental studies of the effect of hydrostatic pressure on magnetic susceptibility of FeSe and FeTe compounds in the
normal state. The experimental investigations are supplemented by ab initio calculations of the electronic structure and magnetic susceptibility of FeSe and FeTe
within the density functional theory (DFT).
2. Experimental details and results
The single crystals of FeSe1 x superconductor were grown in evacuated quartz
ampoules using the KCl/AlCl3 flux technique at stationary gradient of temperature. The energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy revealed the FeSe0.95 composition,
labelled in the following as FeSe for simplicity. The FeTe single crystal was
grown by a slow-cooling self-flux method [14] and polycrystalline FeTe0.95 was
prepared by a conventional solid-state synthesis. The tetragonal P4/nmm structure
was checked by X-ray diffraction technique.
Magnetic properties of the samples were tested at T = 4.2–300 K by using
SQUID magnetometer. For FeSe, the superconducting transition is detected in the
range of 6 8 K. The magnetization dependencies of the samples in magnetic field
up to 5 T appeared to be close to linear, indicating that concentrations of ferromagnetic impurities are negligibly small.
The temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility $(T) of the FeSe single
crystal, measured in magnetic field around H ~
– 1 T, is shown in Fig. 1. As is seen,
a substantial growth of susceptibility with temperature was revealed in the normal
state of FeSe, as well as large magnetic anisotropy. The figure also shows the $(T)
dependence for the FeSe sample, which includes about 50 small arbitrarily oriented single crystals. This sample, further called as «polycrystalline» FeSe, was
used for study of the pressure effect on the magnetic susceptibility. In Fig. 2 the
measured temperature dependencies $(T) are shown for the FeTe single crystal
(H||c) and for the polycrystalline FeTe0.95. The data exhibit a distinct peculiarity at
T~
– 70 K, which is presumably related to simultaneous structural and magnetic
transition [2].
The study of magnetic susceptibility under helium gas pressure P up to
2 kbar was performed at fixed temperatures of 78 and 300 K by using a pendulum-type magnetometer placed directly in the nonmagnetic pressure cell
[16]. High level of hydrostaticity of pressure is essential to obtain sufficiently precise pressure dependencies of $, because FeSe and FeTe have inhomogeneous compressibilities associated with the layered structure. The
measurements were carried out in the field H = 1.7 T and their relative errors
did not exceed 0.5% for FeSe sample and 0.2% for FeTe one. The experimental pressure dependencies $(P) at different temperatures are shown in
30
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Figs. 3 and 4, which demonstrate a linear character. The obtained pressure
effects on magnetic susceptibility dln$/dP for the FeSe and FeTe compounds
are compiled in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependencies of magnetic susceptibility in the normal state for the
single-crystalline sample FeSe and the «polycrystalline» sample FeSe (dashed line). Data
for the single crystal corresponding to magnetic field directions HZc axis and H||c are
denoted by | and | symbols, respectively
Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility for the FeTe single crystal
(|) and the FeTe0.95 polycrystalline sample ({)

Fig. 3. Pressure dependencies of the magnetic susceptibility, normalized to its value at P = 0,
for the «polycrystalline» FeSe compound at temperatures 78 (1) and 300 K (2). The solid
lines are guides for the eye
Fig. 4. Pressure dependencies of the magnetic susceptibility, normalized to its value at P = 0,
for the single-crystalline FeTe (solid line) and the polycrystalline FeTe0.95 (dashed line)
compounds at temperatures, K: 1 – 55, 2 – 78, 3 – 300
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Table 1
Pressure effect on magnetic susceptibility d ln$/dP for the FeSe and FeTe compounds
1

Method
Experiment
Theory
Theory*

T, K
78
300
~
– 10
~
– 10

dln$/dP, Mbar
FeSe
FeTe
10 ± 3
23 ± 1.5
í6.5 ± 1
13 ± 1
~
~ 20
– 12
~
–
–8

*Present calculations with structural parameters from Ref. [15].

3. Computational details and results
Ab initio calculations of the electronic structure and paramagnetic susceptibility were aimed at the pressure effect on magnetic properties of FeSe and FeTe
compounds in the normal state. At ambient conditions these compounds possesses
the tetragonal PbO-type crystal structure (space group P4/nmm), which is composed by alternating triple-layer slabs. Each iron layer is sandwiched between two
nearest-neighbor layers of chalcogen atoms, which form edge-shared tetrahedron
around the iron sites. The positions of layers are fixed by the structural parameter
Z, which represents the relative height of chalcogen atoms above the iron plane.
The structural parameters of FeSe and FeTe were determined by means of X-ray
and neutron diffraction and given in Refs. [1 3,6,8,17,18].
The purpose of the present calculations was evaluation of the paramagnetic response in an external magnetic field and elucidation of the nature and features of
magnetism in the FeSe and FeTe compounds. The electronic structure calculations
were performed by employing a full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital method
(FP-LMTO, code RSPt [19]). The exchange-correlation potential was treated
within the local spin density approximation. The calculated basic features of electronic structures of FeSe and FeTe are in a qualitative agreement with the results
of previous calculations (see Refs. [15,20]).
To evaluate the paramagnetic susceptibilities of FeSe and FeTe, FP-LMTO
calculations of the field-induced spin and orbital (Van Vleck) magnetic moments
were carried out within the approach described in Refs.[21,22]. The spin-orbit
coupling was incorporated, and the effect of an external magnetic field H was
taken into account self-consistently by means of the Zeeman term:
HZ

P B H 2sˆ ˆl .

(1)

Here B is the Bohr magneton, ŝ and l̂ are the spin and orbital angular momentum operators, respectively. The induced in the external field of 10 T spin and
orbital magnetic moments provide the related contributions to the magnetic susceptibility, $spin and $orb.
It is found that magnetic response to the external field is very sensitive to the
unit cell volume, as well as to the internal parameter Z. The calculated dependen32
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cies of susceptibility of FeSe as functions of the volume and parameter Z are
given in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The similar but more pronounced dependencies of susceptibility as those in Figs. 5 and 6 were also obtained for FeTe.

Fig. 5. Calculated paramagnetic susceptibility of FeSe as a function of unit cell volume. Z
is taken to be 0.26. The arrows indicate the theoretical (1) and experimental (2) equilibrium volume values
Fig. 6. Calculated paramagnetic susceptibility of FeSe as a function of Z for the experimental unit cell volume

4. Discussion
Above TC, a substantial growth of susceptibility with temperature was revealed
in the normal state of FeSe up to 300 K (Fig. 1). This fact apparently indicates the
itinerant nature of electronic states of Fe near EF, however the scale of the effect
is larger than might be expected. It is presumably related to a fine structure of
DOS N(E) at EF, but one should expect that FeSe system is driven far from the
ground state at room temperatures. As is seen in Fig. 2, in FeTe $(T) exhibits an
anomaly at T ~
– 70, which is in agreement with the literature data [1,2] and apparently associated with the magnetic and structural transitions.
In order to analyse the experimental data on $(P) in FeSe and FeTe, we used
the calculated paramagnetic contributions to susceptibility, $spin and $orb. The orbital $orb term amounts to about 15% of the total paramagnetic susceptibility for
FeSe and FeTe. The ab initio calculations of the paramagnetic susceptibility of the
tetragonal FeSe and FeTe compounds revealed that these systems are in close
proximity to the quantum critical point and magnetic instability (see Figs. 5 and 6),
and this nearness can result in strong spin fluctuations.
In fact, for FeSe the calculated paramagnetic contribution $spin + $orb has to be
substantially compensated by a diamagnetic one in order to conform with the experimental data in Fig. 1. From comparison of the calculated paramagnetic susceptibilities in Figs. 5 and 6 with the experimental dependence of $exp(T) in Fig. 1, one
33
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can estimate a diamagnetic contribution to magnetic susceptibility of FeSe to be
–4
about –1.5·10 emu/mol. This diamagnetism is comparable in absolute value with
the paramagnetic contribution, and presumably comes from conduction electrons.
The observed large pressure effects on magnetic susceptibility of FeSe and
FeTe are intriguing and require examination. Firstly, as can be seen in Fig. 3 and
in Table 1, there is a striking sign difference for the pressure effects on $ in FeSe
at low and room temperatures. Also, the absolute value of this effect is substantially larger than that observed in strongly enhanced itinerant paramagnets [22]. In
FeTe the observed pressure effect on $ appeared to be even larger and positive at
low and room temperatures (see Fig. 4 and Table 1).
In order to clarify mechanisms of the behavior of $(P), we carried out fieldinduced ab initio calculations of paramagnetic susceptibility for FeSe in the range
of 0 10 kbar, based upon the pressure dependent structural parameters obtained
and listed in Ref. [15]. The corresponding calculated Z(P) are in agreement with
the experimental data [3,6,8,18], as is seen in Fig. 7. As a result, the calculated
values of dln$/dP for FeSe appeared to be in a qualitative agreement with the experimental low temperature data, see Table 1.
Fig. 7. Calculated pressure behavior of the
internal chalcogen structural parameter Z
for FeSe (taken from Ref. [15], solid line).
Experimental data on parameter Z in FeSe
for the tetragonal phase at T = 190 (|, [6]),
295 (‘, [17]) and 300 K (z, [18]), and for
the orthorhombic phase at T = 16 (|, [3])
and 50 K (”, [6]). The dashed line is a
guide for the eye

In order to elucidate the main mechanism of the experimentally observed
strong increase in the magnetic susceptibility of FeSe and FeTe under pressure,
we have also analyzed the pressure effect in terms of the corresponding change of
the volume and Z parameters by using the relation:
d ln F
dP

w ln F d ln V
w ln V dP

w ln F dZ X
.
wZ X dP

(2)

The required values of the partial volume and Z derivatives of $ were estimated
from the results of ab initio calculations (as those presented in Figs. 5 and 6 for FeSe),
and were found to be ˜ln$/˜lnV ~
– 8 and ˜ln$/˜Z ~
– 65 for FeSe, and ˜ln$/˜lnV ~
– 40
1
and ˜ln$/˜Z ~
– 350 for FeTe. The value dlnV/dP = 3 Mbar is taken for the compressibility of FeSe and FeTe, which agrees closely with the experimental values
1
reported in Refs. [4,6,7]. Also, the optimized value dZ/dP = 0.55 Mbar [15] was
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adopted for evaluation of Eq. (2). As is seen in Fig. 7, this value of dZ/dP at lower
pressures is in agreement with the experimental data of Ref. [6]. The experiments of
Ref. [3] were basically focused on the higher pressures (up to 120 kbar), and have
not provided detailed data for the lower pressure region.
As far as all parameters entering Eq. (2) are estimated, the first term in (2) re1
sults in a large negative value of about í24 Mbar , whereas the second term ap1

pears to be large and positive: ˜ln$/˜Z u dZ/dP û 36 Mbar . The both terms in
1

Eq. (2) taken together yield the theoretical estimation dln$/dP û 12 Mbar for
FeSe, which is qualitatively consistent with the low temperature experimental data
and results of our direct ab initio calculations of $(P) (see Table 1).
In the absence of reliable data on dZ/dP for FeTe, we can fit the experimental
1
pressure effect dln$/dP ~ 20 Mbar for FeTe in PM state within Eq. (2) by setting
1
dZ/dP = 0.40 Mbar , which provides a large positive value of the second term in
1
Eq. (2), wlnF/wZX u dZ/dP ~
– 140 Mbar . Actually, the above choice of the dZ/dP
derivative is consistent with the available data on the pressure dependence of Z
parameter for the related FeSe compound, as is seen in Fig. 7.
The above estimations allowed to shed light on the nature of the observed hydrostatic pressure effect on $ in FeTe and FeSe (at low temperatures) by separating effects of change in structural parameters V and Z. Based on results of the ab initio
calculations, shown in Figs. 5 and 6, it is found that the pressure effect on $ for
FeSe (and also for FeTe) can be represented as a sum of two large in size and competing contributions, related to the pressure dependence of the structural parameters
V and Z. Therefore, the large positive values of the pressure effect dln$/dP are determined by a change of Z under pressure, which plays a substantial role in Eq. (2),
taking into account the calculated strong dependences of susceptibility on Z.
The nature of this large positive pressure effect on $ in FeSe is similar to that
for FeTe compound. However, in the case of FeTe, such effect is twice more pronounced, and also takes place at room temperatures, whereas for FeSe dln$/dP is
found to be negative at 300 K (see Table 1). The grounds of this difference are
unclear. At the present stage one can presume, that the negative sign of dln$/dP
derivative is probably related to the nature of the observed anomalous growth of
$(T) up to room temperatures (Fig. 1), which is not the case for FeTe.
Basically, the observed positive pressure effect on $ in FeSe at low temperatures correlates with the calculated behavior of the density of states at the Fermi
level N(EF) at low pressures (Fig. 8). At higher pressures, one can see nonmonotonic variation of N(EF) in Fig. 8 which clearly exhibits the consecutive
maximum at 5 kbar and the minimum at 22 kbar. It should be noted, that the presently calculated behavior of N(EF) under pressure is qualitatively consistent with
the reported experimental dependencies of TC(P) in FeSe (the corresponding
maximum and minimum of TC(P) were observed at ~
– 8 kbar and ~
– 13 kbar, respectively [9,10,13]). This correlation of pressure dependencies of N(EF) and TC
might be considered as an indication of BCS-like pairing mechanism in FeSe.
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Fig. 8. Calculated pressure dependencies of
the density of states at the Fermi level for
FeSe (in states/eV/f.u.). The pressure dependent structural parameters, including
lattice constants and atomic positions, were
taken from the optimization of Ref. [15]
(|) with the small upward shift ûZ =
= +0.004 to start from the experimental
value of Z (see Z(P) behavior in Fig. 7).
The solid line is a guide for the eye

5. Conclusions
The intrinsic magnetic susceptibility of FeSe compound is found to rise substantially with temperature, which points to the itinerant nature of the electronic
states of Fe. The origin of the observed about twofold increase of $ in FeSe up to
300 K is puzzling. The precision measurements of magnetic susceptibility were
carried out under hydrostatic gaseous pressure and the strong positive pressure
effect on $ is revealed for FeTe and for FeSe at low temperatures, whereas at
room temperature for FeSe the pressure effect is found to be also strong, but
negative.
Ab initio calculations of the paramagnetic susceptibility of FeSe and FeTe revealed that these systems are in close proximity to the quantum critical point, and
this nearness can result in strong spin fluctuations. Paramagnetic susceptibility of
FeSe and FeTe indicates a strong sensitivity to the unit cell volume V and the height
Z of chalcogen species above the Fe plane. It is found that the observed large positive pressure effect on $ in FeSe at low temperatures and in FeTe is related to considerable sensitivity of the paramagnetic susceptibility to the internal parameter Z,
determining the dominant positive term in Eq. (2). At higher temperatures, the
anomalous growth of $(T) in FeSe is apparently reduced by applied pressure, however the grounds of the negative sign of dln$/dP derivative at 300 K are unclear.
The present calculations demonstrate that for the FeSe compound, the behavior
of superconducting transition temperature with pressure correlates with the density of electronic states at the Fermi level. This fact indicates a possibility of realization of the BCS-like pairing mechanism in this system. In general, our results
suggest that the itinerant magnetism approach within the DFT-LSDA methods is
relevant to describe the paramagnetic normal state of FeSe and FeTe.
This work was supported by the Russian-Ukrainian RFBR-NASU project 0102-12 and 12-02-90405, by NASU Young Scientists Grant 3-2012, and by a grant
of the President of the Russian Federation for State Support of Young Russian
Scientists (MK-1557.2011.5).
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<IEB< LBKDM G: ?E?DLJHGGM KLJMDLMJM C F:=G1LG1
<E:KLB<HKL1 G:>IJH<1>GBD1< FeSe(Te)
FZ]g•lgm kijbcgyleb\•klv $ kihemd FeSe • FeTe, yd• ml\hjxxlv gZcijhkl•rm kbkl_fm FeSe(Te) gh\bo gZ^ijh\•^gbd•\ gZ hkgh\• aZe•aZ, \b\q_gh \ ghjfZevghfm klZg•
i•^ ^•}x ]•^jhklZlbqgh]h lbkdm. AgZqgbc ihablb\gbc _n_dl lbkdm gZ $ \bagZq_gh
ijb gbavdbo l_fi_jZlmjZo ^ey h[ho kihemd. Ijb d•fgZlg•c l_fi_jZlmj• p_c _n_dl
\by\ey}lvky lZdh` kbevgbf, Ze_ g_]Zlb\gbf ^ey FeSe • ihablb\gbf ^ey FeTe.
JhajZomgdb a i_jrbo ijbgpbi•\ aZe_`ghkl• _e_dljhggh€ kljmdlmjb c fZ]g•lgh€
kijbcgyleb\hkl• \•^ lbkdm ihdZaZeb, sh FeSe • FeTe [ebavd• ^h fZ]g•lgh€
g_kl•cdhkl• a i_j_\Z`Zggyf h[f•ggh-ihkbe_gh]h ki•gh\h]h iZjZfZ]g_lbafm. H[qbke_gZ iZjZfZ]g•lgZ kijbcgyleb\•klv ijhy\ey} kbevgm aZe_`g•klv \•^ h[’}fm _e_f_glZjgh€ dhf•jdb c \bkhlb Z rZjm oZevdh]_gm gZ^ iehsbghx aZe•aZ. <_ebd• ihablb\g• _n_dlb lbkdm gZ $ \ FeTe • FeSe, yd• kihkl_j•]Zebky ijb gbavdbo l_fi_jZlmjZo,
ih\’yaZg• a• agZqghx qmleb\•klx iZjZfZ]g_lbafm ^h \gmlj•rgvh]h iZjZf_ljm Z.
IhdZaZgh, sh gZy\g• _dki_jbf_glZevg• ^Zg• ijh kbevgm c g_fhghlhggm aZe_`g•klv
l_fi_jZlmjgh]h gZ^ijh\•^gh]h i_j_oh^m \•^ lbkdm \ FeSe yd•kgh dhj_exxlv •a jhajZoh\Zghx ih\_^•gdhx ]mklbgb _e_dljhggbo klZg•\ gZ j•\g• N_jf•.
Dexqh\• keh\Z: gZ^ijh\•^gbdb gZ hkgh\• aZe•aZ, FeSe, FeTe, fZ]g•lgZ kijbcgyleb\•klv, _n_dl lbkdm, _e_dljhggZ kljmdlmjZ
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<EBYGB? >:<E?GBY G: WE?DLJHGGMX KLJMDLMJM
B F:=GBLGU? K<HCKL<: K<?JOIJH<H>GBDH< FeSe(Te)
FZ]gblgZy \hkijbbfqb\hklv $ kh_^bg_gbc FeSe b FeTe, dhlhju_ h[jZamxl ijhkl_crmx kbkl_fm FeSe(Te) gh\uo k\_joijh\h^gbdh\ gZ hkgh\_ `_e_aZ, bamq_gZ \ ghjfZevghf khklhygbb ih^ ^_ckl\b_f ]b^jhklZlbq_kdh]h ^Z\e_gby. AgZqbl_evguc iheh`bl_evguc wnn_dl \ebygby ^Z\e_gby gZ $ h[gZjm`_g ijb gbadhc l_fi_jZlmj_ ^ey h[hbo
kh_^bg_gbc. Ijb dhfgZlghc l_fi_jZlmj_ wlhl wnn_dl hdZau\Z_lky lZd`_ kbevguf, gh
hljbpZl_evguf ^ey FeSe b iheh`bl_evguf ^ey FeTe. JZkq_lu ba i_j\uo ijbgpbih\ aZ\bkbfhklb we_dljhgghc kljmdlmju b fZ]gblghc \hkijbbfqb\hklb hl ^Z\e_gby
ihdZaZeb, qlh FeSe b FeTe [ebadb d fZ]gblghc g_mklhcqb\hklb k ij_h[eZ^Zgb_f h[f_ggh-mkbe_ggh]h kibgh\h]h iZjZfZ]g_lbafZ. <uqbke_ggZy iZjZfZ]gblgZy \hkijbbfqb\hklv ijhy\ey_l kbevgmx aZ\bkbfhklv hl h[t_fZ we_f_glZjghc yq_cdb b \ukhlu Z
kehy oZevdh]_gZ gZ^ iehkdhklvx `_e_aZ. GZ[ex^Z_fu_ [hevrb_ iheh`bl_evgu_ wnn_dlu ^Z\e_gby gZ $ \ FeTe b FeSe ijb gbadbo l_fi_jZlmjZo k\yaZgu kh agZqbl_evghc
qm\kl\bl_evghklvx iZjZfZ]g_lbafZ d \gmlj_gg_fm iZjZf_ljm Z. IhdZaZgh, qlh bf_xsb_ky wdki_jbf_glZevgu_ ^Zggu_ h kbevghc b g_fhghlhgghc aZ\bkbfhklb l_fi_jZlmjgh]h k\_joijh\h^ys_]h i_j_oh^Z hl ^Z\e_gby \ FeSe dZq_kl\_ggh dhjj_ebjmxl k
jZkkqblZgguf ih\_^_gb_f iehlghklb we_dljhgguo khklhygbc gZ mjh\g_ N_jfb.
Dexq_\u_ keh\Z: k\_joijh\h^gbdb gZ hkgh\_ `_e_aZ, FeSe, FeTe, fZ]gblgZy \hkijbbfqb\hklv, wnn_dl ^Z\e_gby, we_dljhggZy kljmdlmjZ
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